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Abstract

Recently iterative procedure for the restoration of speech signals when
prosodic elements: stress and accent, of comparatively long duration are
missing was developed. Alternatively, it could be cast in a signal gen-
eration framework. Basing on that view the paper presents the efficient
implementation scheme for the restoration of voiced speech signals. It
enjoys parallel order of multirate processing utilizing interpolation and
decimation filters parameterized by specific to problem coefficients. Pre-
sented simulation results confirm feasibility of developed implementation.

1 Introduction

Modern restoration techniques of speech signals employ Linear Prediction [1],
Hidden Markov Models [1], Artificial Neural Networks [2], various Bayesian
technique [3], to name a few. However, there are cases when all methods fail. It
happens, when sufficiently long segments of speech signals constituting essential
information are lost. In order to restore these segments additional a priori
information must be available and easy includable into restoration procedure.

This paper continues started in [4] investigation of a problem of restoration
of homographs—words that meaning depends on the place of stress. There we
assumed that big segments of signal composed of spoken words are completely
destroyed by some kind of noise or are just lost. Also we supposed that there
were homographs among other words and lost segments coincide with places of
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accent. Thus restoration of such lost segments was possible only when a priori
information about existence of accent (extracted from the context of the whole
sentence) and description (model) of accent was known [5]. Based on that
restoration technique that could be viewed as a weighted forward and backward
processing of non-uniformly sampled and weighted speech signal was developed.

Here we propose alternative voiced speech signal restoration procedure that
uses signal generation approach. It employs efficient implementation scheme
based on parallel order multirate signal processing. That scheme utilizes inter-
polation and decimation filters parameterized by specific to problem coefficients.

The paper is organized as follows: we start in Section 2 with brief overview
of developed iterative speech restoration method that is based on accent model.
In Section 3 we propose alternative efficient multirate implementation for speech
signal restoration. Experimental study results of comparison of both restoration
procedures we present in Section 4. Conclusions are given at the end.

2 Restoration of Voiced Speech Signal

For clearness of the presentation in Section 3, here we briefly overview iterative
speech restoration method that uses characteristics and model of accent.

2.1 Employed Characteristics

Let us examine two words spoken by male speaker of 450 ms duration, recorded
with sampling rate of 44.1 kHz (waveforms of corresponding word’s syllables
with accent are shown in Fig. 1(a)). These words are typical representatives of
homographs, as they are spelled identically, however their meaning in lithuanian
is different—“chisel”and“guilty”. Main difference between these words is in their
accent—the first one has falling, while another has raising accent.

In Fig. 1(b) fundamental frequency (calculated by modified autocorrelation
method with clipping) and normalized intensity (calculated as a normalized
power for each period of fundamental frequency) characteristics for the both
accents are shown. These two characteristics together with accent duration are
main in the description of accent [5]. Because of fact that accent duration must
be tailored to a real speech signal it is not included into developed accent model
to be described next.

2.2 Utilized Model

In order to describe accent in terms of signal characteristics let us implicitly
express voiced speech signal sv as a periodic signal with constant period T0 and
intensity I0

sv (I0, T0, n) = I0 · sv (n− T0) . (1)

This definition of speech signal does not formalize speech signal in detail,
however enables to control it through chosen speech characteristics. That is very
suitable in non-stationary signal case, when some speech signal characteristics
could be determined easier than the speech signal model. Taking into account
that period of fundamental frequency T (n) and intensity I(n) are time varying
we re-write previous equation ending in general accent model

sv
(
I(n), T (n), n

)
= I(n) · sv

(
n− T (n)

)
. (2)
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Figure 1: Data for two syllables with accent that distinguish between two ho-
mographs: Lithuanian words meaning “chisel” (left column) and “guilty” (right
column). (a)—waveforms of syllables spoken by male speaker and recorded
with sampling rate of 44.1 kHz; (b)—composite plots of fundamental fre-
quency (stars) and intensity (circles) characteristics.

Now, accent model development squeezes into modeling of fundamental fre-
quency and intensity characteristics [4].

2.3 Restoration Procedure

As was mentioned earlier, we assume that in a place of homograph speech signal
is completely destroyed. However, there exists a priori information (extracted,
e.g., from context) about its type and corresponding intensity and fundamental
frequency characteristics. In the restoration of homograph we employ forward
together with backward processing in time [6], more precisely

ŝv(n) = wf (n)ŝfv (n) + wb(n)ŝbv(n), (3)

where used weighting function is of a form

wf/b(n) =
1

2
·
[
1± cos

(
n · π

n2 − n1

)]
. (4)
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Here n ∈ [n1, n2], n1 and n2 are limits of the restoration, subscripts f/b indicate
processing direction.

Signal restoration carried out from different directions inheritable is the
same, the main difference being in the time direction, i.e., indexes. Thus further
in this section we will discuss processing of signal only in the forward direction.
It is unnecessary to take into account variation of intensity and fundamental
frequency at each time step [7], thus we use only their variation with period of
fundamental frequency, in the following expressions introducing new variable k
as index of period of fundamental frequency. Therefore, expression (2) of the
restored voiced speech signal could be re-written by

ŝfv (n)=
I(k)

I(k−1)
ŝfv

(⌊
T (k−1)

(
n−T (k−1)

)

T (k)

⌋)
. (5)

Now intensity and fundamental frequency characteristics do not depend on time
index and expression is valid for particular speech signal period. Note, that in
the calculation of time indexes ratio of periods must be integer number that is
why operation of rounding to minus infinity, b•c is used here. Expression (5)
could be used recursively in the restoration of accent in speech signal.

3 Multirate Implementation

Direct implementation [4] of speech signal restoration using equations (3)–(5)
has several drawbacks: error accumulation (because of recursive order of pro-
cessing) and long duration (because of iterative calculations). To avoid men-
tioned effects, here we propose to use only two reference periods of signal that
are directly connected to the segment of speech to be restored. Such restora-
tion could be viewed as parallel signal generation problem when restored signal
periods are obtained changing parameters of reference signal period. Efficiency
could be gained employing multirate processing technique for re-sampling of
reference signal.

General sampling rate conversion by factor M/L (here M and L are integers)
is expressed by

ŝv(m)=

∞∑

n=−∞

[
h
(
nL+ ((mM))L

)
sv

(⌊
mM

L

⌋
− n

)]
.

Here m indexes time, ŝv(m) is re-sampled by factor M/L signal sv(n), h(•) is
impulse response of low-pass filter and ((q))L = q−L bq/Lc denotes q modulo L.
In our forward processing case M and L are equal to the number of samples in
reference period on the left T (0) and period to be restored T (k), correspondingly.

Taking into account equation (5), last equation could be re-written as follows

ŝfv (m) = Gf (k)

∞∑

n=−∞

[
hf
(
nL(k) + ((mM))L(k)

)
sv

(⌊
mM

L(k)

⌋
− n

)]
, (6)

here k indexes periods of fundamental frequency, Gf (k) = I(k)/I(0) is a gain
of filter hf (•), I(0) and I(k) are intensities of reference period and period to
be restored, correspondingly. Notice that in equation (6) only parameter L and
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Figure 2: Multirate implementation scheme for restoration of voiced speech
signals sv(n). Notations: ↓M—decimator, ↑L—interpolator, h—filter, k ∈
[0,K+1]—index of period of fundamental frequency.

filters gain are dependent on k. Moreover, the equation can be viewed as cascade
connections of interpolation and decimation procedures

ŝfv (l) = Gf (k)
∞∑

n=−∞

[
hfL
(
nL+ ((m))L(k)

)
sv

(⌊
l

L(k)

⌋
− n

)]
, (7)

ŝv(m) =

∞∑

l=−∞
hfM (Mm− l) ŝfv (l) . (8)

From it follows that decimation has constant parameters for all periods of speech
signal to be restored.

Notice that signal restoration could be carried out in both forward and back-
ward in time directions simultaneously, moreover processing of all periods to be
restored could be done in parallel.

Taking that view, incorporation of weighting function in equation (4) di-
rectly into a corresponding gain terms Gf (k) could be beneficial. In order to
proceed, let us re-write equation of weighting function switching indexes from
time samples to periods as follows

wf/b(k) =
1

2
·
[
1± cos

(
k · π
K − 1

)]
, (9)

here K is a total number of periods to be restored. Now modified expression
for gain in (7) becomes Gf (k) = wf (k)I(k)/I(0).

Developed implementation scheme for restoration of voiced speech signals is
presented in Fig. 2.

4 Experimental Study

For the following comparison of efficiency of implementations, let us to introduce
mean error characteristics.
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Figure 3: total MSE and its bounds for restoration of two syllables employing
iterative (in black) and multirate (in gray) implementation.

Total mean sum square error (MSE) of restoration length K of fundamental
frequency periods invariant (up to ∆max periods shift) to restoration segment
position is expressed [4] by

eM,∆max
=

1

∆max

∆max∑

∆=0

eM (∆). (10)

with bounds of it

e
min /max
M = min /max

∆∈[0,∆max]

eM (∆), (11)

where ∆max is a maximum value of shift in periods, eM is MSE of whole restora-
tion with length of K fundamental frequency periods.

In Fig. 3 calculation results for total MSE and its limits for iterative restora-
tion (shown in black color) using equations (3)–(5) and multirate restoration
implementation (shown in gray color) using equations (7) and (8) are shown.
They summarize in total 17 different length restoration experiments carried out
for each homograph.

5 Conclusions

The paper in general dealt with the restoration of comparatevely long duration
voiced speech signals. We proposed implementation scheme that is based on
the signal generation framework and is an alternative to previously developed
iterative restoration procedure.

Presented efficient multirate implementation for restoration of voiced speech
signals has following features: a) utilizes parallel processing order; b) possesses
simplified non-iterative structure that employs ordinary interpolator and deci-
mator filters; c) has comparable to iterative procedure total MSE performance.
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